Racing
Wolf by Wolf

Latitude Aero

by Ryan Graudin

by Diana Renn

In a tale set in an alternate-history
mid-20th century where the Axis powers
have won World War II, Yael, a death
camp escapee, aspires to win a highprofile motorcycle race so that she can
assassinate Hitler.

Tessa, an aspiring investigative
journalist, travels to Ecuador as she
investigates the sudden death of young
cycling superstar Juan Carlos MaciasLeón at a charity bike ride.

None of the Above

Fire & Flood

by I. W. Gregorio

by Victoria Scott

After being elected as homecoming queen
and engaging in a first sexual encounter
with her boyfriend, Kristen discovers that
she is intersex and possesses male
chromosomes, a diagnosis that is leaked
to the whole school, throwing Kristin's
entire identity into question.

Tella's brother Cody is sick and getting
worse, so when she finds instructions on
how to become a contender in the
dangerous Brimstone Bleed race where
she can win a cure for him, she jumps at
the chance--but there is no guarantee
that she will win, or even survive.

Stone Rider

The Scorpio Races

by David Hofmeyr

by Maggie Stiefvater

Wanting nothing more than to win the
heart of the beautiful Sadie and escape
his dust-bowl desert hometown, Adam
teams up with the girl he loves and a
dangerous outsider during a brutal race
along the Blackwater Trail.

Nineteen-year-old returning champion
Sean Kendrick competes against Puck
Connolly, the first girl ever to ride in the
annual Scorpio Races, both trying to keep
hold of their dangerous water horses long
enough to make it to the finish line.

Breathe, Annie, Breathe

Andreo's Race

by Miranda Kenneally

by Pam Withers

To honor her dead boyfriend and cope
with her grief and guilt, college student
Annie trains for a marathon with athletic
Jeremiah, who flirts with Annie on the
trails and makes her feel alive and happy
and guilty all at the same time.

Two adoptees use a wilderness bicycle
race to investigate a baby trafficking ring
that may be responsible for how they
ended up with their adoptive parents

Tracked
by Jenny Martin
Attracting the attention of an
unscrupulous businessman, Phoebe, the
daughter of a legendary racer who went
missing, is forced to race while falling in
love with a teammate and uncovering
dangerous secrets.
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